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Overview

• Benefits of recovery for family members

• Strategies for self-care

– Managing our emotions

– Changing our behavior

– Being mindful and assertive

• Resources for families



A stroke bringing the ball 
from the rough or from a 
hazard back onto the 
fairway or the green



The action of returning 
the leg or arm to its initial 
position ready to make a 
new stroke



1. Return to a normal state of 
health, mind or strength

2. Find or regain possession of 
something lost

3. Remove or extract an energy 
source for use, reuse or waste 
treatment



Benefits of Recovery

We owe it to ourselves to get help and support to 
embark on our own course of recovery … Mutual support 
programs like Al-Anon, Nar-Anon or others can connect 
us to others suffering in similar ways who can share their 
hope and strength, and guide us in building resilience 
and learning coping skills. 

In recovery, we focus on our own needs and issues, and 
learn to soothe ourselves when distressed. We can learn 
to better understand the complicated disease of 
addiction, forgive our loved one, forgive ourselves (we 
can be very hard on ourselves), and live well in the 
present (which is the best way to deal with a difficult 
past).                    

- Dennis Daley



Common Themes in Families 
affected by SUDs

• Physical separation 

• Loss

• Death through overdose, accidents, 
medical complications or suicide 

• Communication breakdown

• Conflict

• Division 

• Abuse and neglect 



Effects on the Family System

• Communication, conflict

• Cohesion, family rituals

• Mood (emotional turmoil)

• Rules; roles of members

• Parenting behaviors

• Relationships (in/outside family)

• Economic  $

• Ignore, minimize, cover up SUD



SUD as Central Focus

“My son’s addiction took most of our 

attention. The non-drug child was 

pretty much left alone, while 

energies were focused on putting out 

fires with the drug child.”



Emotional Chaos and Burden 
in Family

Dr. Daley and The Bridge-to-Hope conducted a 
survey of members and Dr. Daley conducted a survey 

of patients in treatment

Both surveys found that emotional burden
was the most common negative effect on 

families identified



Family Stability: 
Absence, Separation, and Divorce

“Mom and dad split up again. 

He has left us many times.”



Family Communication:
Less Cohesion, More Conflict

“Everyone yelled and argued all the time. 

We were mad as hell, but took out our 

frustrations on each other.”

“Mom used me for her sounding board 

about dad and his drinking and drug use.  

I felt stuck in the middle.”



Increased Episodes of 
Abuse and Violence

CAVEAT:
Many believe that 

emotional abuse is 

as hurtful, or more 

hurtful, than some 

forms of physical 

abuse!



Family Rituals

“Holidays and special occasions 

always ended up a big mess.”

“We never took family vacations.”

“Dad missed my graduations and 
my wedding”



Financial Burden and
Economic Instability

“Dad kept losing jobs. We moved too many times to 
count.  I was ashamed we had to be on welfare.”

“We lived from payday to payday. At times we had little 
food to eat. We even had our utilities cut off.”

“My wife used all our savings.  She even snuck money out 
of her IRA.  All to support her cocaine addiction.”



Effects on Children

• Depression, anxiety, irritability

• Oppositional behaviors

• Medical problems

• Academic problems

• Impulsivity, inattention

• Role reversal



Effect on Spouses

• Significant strain and tension in marriages 
and romantic relationships

• Spouses often become neglected 

• May feel like a single parent

• Financial pressures 

• Intimacy 

• Mood and anxiety disorders 



Effects on Parents

• Feel obliged to provide housing, 
pay for treatment or legal fees 

• Blame, marital discord

• Denial or refusal to acknowledge 
the SUD is common and can 
delay treatment

• Parents of adults with SUDs may 
become primary care givers for 
grandchildren



Not All Families or Members Are 
Affected in the Same Way



What Determines the Impact 
on a Given Family?

• Effects are often cumulative in nature

• Who has the SUD? 

• How severe is the SUD? 

• Behaviors of member with the SUD 

• What this person does not do



What Determines the Impact on a 
Given Family?

• Existence of other problems

• Support within & outside the family

• Coping mechanisms of family members

• Resilience



Same house, different home: 
different personal recovery  



Strategies 
for Self-care



What are common emotions in family 
members affected by a loved one’s 

substance use? 



Anxiety

Frustration

Anger

Depression

Worry

GriefFear

Hope

Shame

Loneliness



Managing our Emotions

• Learn to identify different emotions or 
moods and how these show in your 
body, thoughts and behaviors

• Challenge and change inaccurate 
thoughts and beliefs

• Talk about your emotions with people 
you trust



Managing Anger
Unhealthy

Ways

Acting out and 
hurting others

Being passive and 
letting anger 

build up

Drinking and 
using drugs

Acting in passive 
aggressive ways

Healthy

Ways

Expressing it to 
others in a 
controlled 

manner

Talking with a 
confidant or 

praying

Engaging in an 
activity that helps 
release or control 

anger

Using anger as a 
motivator for 

change



Managing our Emotions II

• Keep busy, have fun and relax

• Read about emotional management 
strategies

• Consider therapy (counseling) for 
yourself

• Consider medications for problems such 
as clinical depression or anxiety



Vignette

Held from online version for confidentiality 



Life prior to Self-Care

1. Emotions: guilty, helpless, angry, scared

2. Thoughts: “it’s up to me to fix him”

1. Behavior: answering the phone during 
dinner, trouble setting limits about length 
of phone calls, sending money every few 
months, paying bail and rent urgently



Life after Self-Care: Part I

• Managing emotions: 

– Allowing self to be vulnerable and authentic

– Individual therapy

• Changing behavior: 

– Scheduled phone calls

– Turning off answering machine while on 
vacation

– Buys a monthly bus pass instead of 
cash/cheques



Life after Self-Care: Part II

• Mindful and assertive thinking

– Allowing self to have wants, needs, 
interests

– Monitoring self-talk and expectations 

• “I am strong enough to let go of all the 
hurt and pain and fear that used to keep 
me trapped. I am worthy of living a free 
life.” 



Resources



Be kind to yourself



Most of us survive and do well over the 
long run. There is no need to suffer alone 
as recovery is a “we” and not an “I” 
process. Many people are willing to 
support us. All we need to do is open up 
and let them in our lives. Trust me, you will 
be glad you did as you heal and grow. 

- Dennis Daley



Thank you
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